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CUT-TO-SIZE UNIT

In addition to the classical cutting by means of longitudinal and cross-cut saws, head cutting saws are also
used in industrial applications. Several inserts into cross-cut saws are used to ensure enormous increase in
the equipment performance. This allows to cut up to three package strips, despite different cross-sections.

The change in the furniture industry has dramatically increased the demand 
for fast and powerful cutting systems. The IMA Schelling Group is taking 
into account this development with a comprehensive range of recovery 
solutions which extends from simple cross-cut saws with depth cutting 
units for worktops through to fully automated splitting saws for packages, 
including sorting, stacking and packaging. We offer a one-stop solution.

Cost-efficient bulk production

In order to achieve maximum productivity in the 
field of mass production, the cutting processes 
must be efficient. Not only the coordination  
between upstream and downstream processes,  
but also the optimisation of individual process  
steps as well as the preparation of the following 
process steps are of fundamental importance.

Package-wise cutting of plates with sensitive surfaces

Joint splitting of several strips with different cross sections Multiple insert for cutting complex cutting patterns

BULK PRODUCTION “CUT-TO-SIZE”
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LOADING, SORTING AND STACKING CUTTING SYSTEMS

Maximum reliability and above-average availability are just some of the features that our customers expect
from us every day. A variety of detailed solutions make the IMA Schelling Group products unique and meet 
customer expectations better than any other solutions on the market. This is confirmed daily by a large 
number of satisfied customers. At the same time, our incentive in day-to-day operations is to become even 
better in the future.

 powerful and energy-efficient drives; ideal motor 
for every performance class

 handling advantage: Rotary table, rotary unit,  
lifting table with a separate push-off trailer,  
vacuum feeding, mangle roller loading: The  
ideal solution for highest demands

 high increase in performance by means of head 
cutting saws, several cross-cutting saws or up to 
three independent inserts into head-cutting saws

 edge scoring over the entire package height  
possible

CUT LENGTH ADVANTAGES

 variable handling or packaging systems: sorting, 
stacking, packaging and strapping tailored to  
individual customer requirements and the existing 
space conditions

 MCS-EVOLUTION Control system-easy-to- 
operate control system thanks to the graphically 
assisted system operation and online diagnostics

 HPO cutting pattern optimisation for optimal 
creation of cutting and stacking patterns

 open interface, ideal for integration into all  
commonly used ERP systems or higher-level  
production control systems

Hard chrome-plated machine table with air cushions to ensure 
the highest precision of cut formats on a sustainable basis

Floating clamps with a shearing mechanism for automatic clamping 
force distribution depending on the package height

Strip aligners in the roller table and the pressure bar ensure 
maximum angular accuracy and maximum precision

The demand for a fast and material-friendly feeding
of a wide plate pallet is faced by the IMA Schelling 
Group with a variety of feeding solutions optimally 
adapted to the material processed.

In addition, sophisticated assortment logics ensure
maximum freedom in the choice of stacking.

FEEDING

 panels with insensitive surfaces are fed by means 
of high-precision, automatically adjustable push 
units

 panels with sensitive surfaces are quickly and 
reliably fed using the latest IMA Schelling Group 
vacuum technology

 for thin and wavy panels, the proven mangle roller 
technology is used

In many cases, combinations of different feeding
variants are also used.

Fully automatic sorting cariage

Forklifting equipment underneath

SORTING AND STACKING

 in addition to a fully automatic sorting carriage, 
most of the projects also include turning machines, 
manipulation devices, collection units and an auto-
matic slab feeding system

 the stacking patterns can be freely compiled  
independently of the cutting patterns

 in addition to the classic stacking variants by  
means of fork-lift trucks or gripper devices,  
robots are increasingly used. This again increases 
stacking flexibility

Stacking overall view

Fast and reliable vacuum feeding for sensitive surfaces

Separate push unit carriage with adjustable push units for the  
maximum feeding capacity

MA XIMUM
FLEXIBILIT Y,
PRECISION  
AND RELIABILIT Y 
OVER THE ENTIRE
SERVICE LIFE
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The use and value of a production line primarily depends on the integration
of the different plant and machine components. In particular, production 
lines whose throughput speeds are in the high-performance range require
specially designed logistics and processing concepts in order to achieve the
maximum productivity. The optimum combination of high-quality plant and
machine engineering as well as an intelligent process control system  
guarantee the highest functionality and efficiency of the IMA production 
lines.

Cost-efficient bulk production

BULK PRODUCTION
“EDGE PROCESSING/DRILLING”

“U-arrangement” production line

“Linear arrangement” production line
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Modern, efficient production lines are defined by high throughput speeds with optimised setup procedu-
res. Feeding and stacking systems are the performance-determining interfaces for the customer-specific 
environment. Thus, the choice of the optimum plant concept with the proper design is primarily decisive 
for the productionlineperformance. Panel dimensions, stacking patterns, batch sizes, base types, etc. 
must be taken into account. This is the only way to ensure the optimum productivity of the processing 
machines and thus maximum cost-efficiency.

FEEDING AND STACKING

 performance-optimised design
 consideration of customer-specific requirements
 easy operation thanks to transparent control  

concepts
 high degree of automation
 workpiece-friendly handling
 high precision
 maintenance-friendly
 baseboard/pallet logistics with various degrees  

of automation

PERFORMANCE IS OPTIMAL LOGISTICS

Most of the automation systems have automated  
underlay logistics. Supply and disposal of slabs,  
pallets, etc. are individually designed.

BASEBOARD/PALLET HANDLING

The vacuum camage capacities are tailored to the
customer‘s requirements. In addition to various  
types of round suction cups, surface suction devices 
are also used.

PICK UP UNIT

Feeding and stacking systems in a modular gantry 
design are individually designed for all performance
categories. Capacities from 30 to over 50 parts per
minute are possible.

GANTRY DESIGN

The high-quality plant and machine engineering
not only allows high performance at maximum
availability, but is also a basic prerequisite for the
low-wear operation of the systems. 

PLANT AND MACHINE ENGINEERING

Stacking is carried out with the highest precision.
Workpiece-friendly processing is a basic requirement.
Due to the possibility of staggered stacking patterns,
a high stability of the formed stacks is achieved. The
operator can select the required stacking patterns by
means of the menu-assisted program.

PRECISION

Stacking with the highest precision

Vacuum pick up unit with round suction cups

Vacuum feeding system

Vacuum stacking system with 2 stacking stations
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COMBIMA:
FORMAT AND EDGE PROCESSING

Due to the extremely stable design of the Combima
combined with the wear-resistant precision units,
this series fulfils the special capacity and quality
requirements. It is suitable for the complex format-
ting, edge processing and grooving tasks, as well 
as for separating workpieces. The basic equipment 
includes a fully automatic, program-controlled width 
adjustment system and a master and slave feed drive.  
This drive principle ensures absolute parallelism of 
feeding operation. The feeding mechanism offers a 
reliable quality with the maximum availability and 
low wear.

EDGE PROCESSING/CUTTING

FBA-M: CENTRAL CUTTING MACHINE

For workpieces that require only 3 taped edges, it is perfectly suited for the sustained increase
in performance of your format and edge processing line. In addition to cutting of workpieces in
plants, grooves can also be made in close proximity to the separating cut.

 reel receptacles of various designs
 up to 96 reel tracks
 roll material up to 3 mm in thickness
 strip material up to 20 mm in thickness
 format processing by milling or  

cutting possible
 infeed with chain track extension for  

transverse processing
 high-precision infeed and stop system
 feed up to 120 meters per minute

 servo scoring saw at the bottom
 servo scoring saw on the top
 max. 2 groove cutter units at the bottom
 panel cutting saw
 workpiece geometry before cutting

 1,5 x workpiece length
    > = workpiece width

Central processing unit FBA-M

Compact double hoggers and protection milling

Edge magazine with driven reel receptacle
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With the further development of the IMAGIC flex drilling technology, IMA is consistently pursuing the goal
of „one-stop solution“ with continuous edging, drilling technology as well as handling and transport. The
compact and space-saving machines are used for medium and small batches (order batch production),
In the series production of household, bedroom, kitchen, bathroom and office furniture, for RTA furniture
manufacturers and in supply companies. They are designed for flexible horizontal and vertical drilling
from the top and bottom on the right-angled workpieces. Flexibility from individually controllable drilling
spindles and minimal setup times for the unit allow the economic processing of complex drilling patterns.
It is also possible to insert dowels into the horizontal front edges in a drilling/dowel combination of the
machines.

DRILLING AND DOWELING

Depending on the task, it can be fitted with lifting
and lowering belts or roller conveyors. Depending
on the performance, lifting movements can be
carried out by an electric motor or pneumatically.
Top pressure unit mangles can also be used for
enhancing performance.

ANGULAR TRANSFER OF 90°

In order to process workpieces on both sides in a
production line or to prepare them for customer- 
specific stacking various panel turning units can be 
used depending on the performance.

PANEL TURNING UNIT 180°

 throughput up to 30 parts/min
 max. 6 supports from below
 max. 2 supports from above
 per drill head 27 individually controllable  

drilling spindles
 horiz. drilling into the longitudinal edge (option)
 surfacing machine (option)
 special drill heads on request

In connection with the state-of-the-art surface and
edge inspection, faulty components are removed
from the production line and, if necessary, stacked.

EJECTING STATIONS

Rotating stations are used to rotate workpieces from
longitudinal to transverse or from transverse to longi-
tudinal and precisely feed them to the downstream
processing machine.

ROTATING STATION 90°

VERTICAL DRILLING STATION

„Lift/lowering conveyor“ for distributing or ejecting of parts

Plate turning unit 180°

Rotating station 90°

FUNCTIONAL TRANSPORTATION

Turning, dosing, ejecting, etc. – functional transports are connecting elements and therefore elementary
components of interlinked production lines. The use and the value of a production line depends to a 
great extent on the handling technology.

  performance-optimised design
  consideration of customer specific requirements
  high degree of automation
  workpiece-friendly handling
  high precision
  maintenance-friendly

EFFECTIVE MATERIAL FLOW

HORIONTAL DRILLING/DOWELING STATION

 up to 4 independent drilling units
 up to 54 individually accessible drilling 

 spindles on each side
 integrated extraction system
 8 dowel tools per side
 glue flow monitoring
 dowel control
 automatic cleaning of the glue nozzles

Flexible high-performance drilling machine IMAGIC flex

Horizontal drilling station with 4 independent processing units

High performance dowel station with glue applicator
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Complex units and production lines require complex control systems with simple 
and user-friendly operation. IMA Schelling Group plants master this balancing act 
in an exceptional manner. The operator is provided with an excellent and trans-
parent process overview, including the plant and machine conditions, at any time 
by means of a touch-screen display. Highly complex software ensures optimum 
process reliability and thus maximum productivity both in the field of cut-to-size 
lines and in the field of edge processing lines.

CONTROL SYSTEM

CONSISTENT INTEGRATION

 the ultimate goal is a high level of user-friendliness 
– this is ensured through transparent surveys over 
the entire plant

 end-to-end professional reporting and information 
system for quick troubleshooting

 modern software architecture in machines  
and plant controls

 through a modular, highly flexible software  
platform




